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Microsoft Publisher 97 Illustrated Series
This text is desinged to enable students to learn how to apply their Microsoft Publisher skills through a variety of
meaningful projects such as brochures, compact disc booklets, and electronic publications like creating a Web site for a
small business. It features easy-to-follow steps on the left, and screen shots and completed projects on the right.
Introduces the features of each component of Microsoft Office, and discusses common problems, shortcuts, and
questions
Through instructor-led or self-paced step-by-step instruction, individuals learn how to work with formulas and functions,
automate tasks, use and analyze list data, enhance charts and worksheets, and work with Excel and the Internet.
Getting started with Windows 95 - Using the mouse - Starting a program - Using menus and toolbars - Dialog boxes Scroll bars - Closing a program - Managing files, folders and shortcuts - Formatting a disk - Creating a paiint file Understanding file management - Viewing files - Moving and copying files - Deleting and restoring files - Managing files
on the desktop; Getting started with Word 97 - Editing and proofing documents - Formatting a document - Working with
tables - Formatting pages - AutoFormat and Styles - Merging Word documents - Graphics - Sharing information Creating a Web site with Word - Larger documents - Using forms - Charts - Text and text objects - AutoText and Macros.
Now students can master the nuances of Microsoft® Office quickly with ILLUSTRATED MICROSOFT® OFFICE 365 &
EXCEL 2019 COMPREHENSIVE, part of today's popular Illustrated Series. This focused, user-friendly approach uses a
proven two-page layout that allows students to work through an entire task without turning the page. Clear Learning
Outcomes outline the skills for each lesson, while large full-color screen images reflect exactly what students see on their
own computers. Each module begins with a brief overview of the principles covered in the lesson and introduces a realworld case scenario to engage students and reinforce critical skills to make them successful in their educational and
professional careers. In addition, MindTap and updated SAM (Skills Assessment Manager) online resources are
available to guide additional study and ensure successful results.
Through instructor-led or self-paced step-by-step instruction, individuals learn how to design, create, and edit databases,
forms, and reports using highly visual, step-by-step introduction to Access 97.
Demonstrates the essentials of Microsoft Publisher 97, including Web design and publishing, how to choose fonts and graphics, how to avoid
mistakes, and design issues.
Part of the Illustrated Projects Series, this text offers a quick, visual way to apply Microsoft Word 97 skills. Covers beginning through
intermediate skills.
Shows how to use Microsoft Publisher to create newsletters, brochures, forms, stationery, calendars, and resumes, and offers advice on
shortcuts
As part of the Illustrated Series, this text offers a quick visual approach to learning the basics of computers as well as how they impact our
every day lives. n
Microsoft Publisher 97Illustrated Standard EditionCourse Technology PtrMicrosoft Publisher 97 - Illustrated ProjectsHow to Use Microsoft
Publisher 97 for WindowsZiff Davis Press
Part of the Illustrated Series, this text offers a quick, visual way to build Microsoft Office 97 skills. Covers intermediate skills for each Office 97
application.

Students learn basic e-mail skills using Microsoft Outlook 97 in this visual, step-by step introduction. This text features
Learning Outlook e-mail, a simulation program that mimics the e-mail capabilities of Microsoft Outlook 97.
This textbook teaches students basic Microsoft Office 97 skills through a visual, step-by-step text. A continuous case
study addresses the integration of 1998 versions of Word, Excel, Access, PowerPoint, and Outlook.
Praised by instructors for its concise, focused approach and user-friendly format, the Illustrated Series engages both
computer rookies and hot shots in mastering Microsoft Publisher 2013 quickly and efficiently. Skills are accessible and
easy-to-follow thanks to the Illustrated Series' hallmark 2-page layout, which allows students to see an entire task in one
view. New Learning Outcomes outline the skills covered in each lesson, and larger full-color screens represent exactly
what students should see on their own computers. Each unit begins with a brief overview of the principles of the lesson,
and introduces a case study for further application. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Provides coverage of the layout, text, and graphics tools used to create projects including Web pages, logos, business
forms, newsletters, mail order catalogs, and posters
Computer Concepts Illustrated is designed to help students learn and retain the most relevant and essential information
about computers and technology in today's digital world! This edition has been revised to cover the latest important
computing trends and skills, but maintains the pedagogical and streamlined design elements that instructors and
students know and love about the Illustrated Series. New for this edition, make the most of Computer Concepts
Illustrated with the all-in-one CourseMate digital solution complete with a media-rich ebook, interactive quizzes and
activities, and the Engagement Tracker for hassle-free, automatic grading! Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Part of the Illustrated Projects Series, this text offers a quick, visual way to apply Microsoft Excel 97 skills. Covers
beginning through intermediate skills.
With friendly, usable examples and a light touch, Discover Microsoft Publisher 97 helps readers move through the ordinary into the
extraordinary by showing them how to use program features and produce inviting, creative, and professional-looking publications. -- What's
your dream publication? Learn to create it fast -- The publishing PC: What you need -- Design 101: Just the basics, please -- Choose your
document: business cards, Web pages, and more! -- Using Wizards to make publishing a snap -- Tips for choosing and using clipart and
photos -- Printing pitfalls and how to avoid them -- Use templates to create publications fast -- just the way you want them -- Create special
text effects easily with designer fonts and WordArt -- Recycle your favorite publication elements and save time and effort Discover Microsoft
Publisher 97 takes the new Publisher user on a winding trip through do-it-yourself publishing features -- a simple, fun, and fast guide to using
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the friendliest desktop publishing program around. Whether you want to use Publisher to create documents for your small business or you're
into custom designing greeting cards and party invitations at home, you'll find that the examples, illustrations, and how-to-do-it information in
Discover Microsoft Publisher 97 give you just the right road map for your path of discovery.
Explains the basic functions and features of the desktop publishing program and provides step-by-step instructions, screen illustrations,
examples, and tips for using the software efficiently
As part of the Fundamental series, this book has a strong identity in graphic design and desktop publishing. Exercises, shortcuts, design tips,
and "Publisher in Action" case studies are included. "Fundamental Publisher" is a comprehensive guide for both beginners and experienced
users who want to create documents with wizards, work with text and graphics, use tables, and design postcards, brochures, labels, and
other projects.
Part of the Illustrated Projects Series, this text offers a quick, visual way to apply Microsoft Access 97 skills. Covers beginning through
intermediate skills.
"This first book in the highly visual new design offers new users a hands-on introduction to Microsoft Office 97 and also serves as an
excellent reference for future use ... Each skill is presented on two facing pages, with the step-by-step instructions on the left page, and large
screen illustrations on the right"--Preface.
Part of the Illustrated Projects Series, this text offers a quick, visual way to apply Microsoft Office 97 skills. Covers beginning skills.

Part of the Illustrated Series, this text offers a quick, visual way to build Microsoft PowerPoint 97 skills. Covers the basic
skills.
In these units, students learn how to create multiple table queries, develop forms with subforms, create more-complex
reports, share information with other programs, manage database objects, and create macros.
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